
WELCOME TO 2427 E Lake Of The Isles Pkwy. You’re located on the most glam-
orous row of houses in the city.  A grand reception line of Minneapolis history—a 
dozen properties that have attracted world-famous architects, railroad tycoons, 
global financiers, celebrities and icons of local society since the early 1900s. It’s 
quietly the most imposing stretch of homes in the city. It’s also one of the most 
inviting, vibrant and convenient places to live in the city. Steps from the lake and 
a just a few blocks to Uptown’s trendy shopping, dining and entertainment.
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It’s one of the legendary homes of the Twin Cities. A signature Spanish 
Revival show-stopper that’s perched on an elevated corner lot overlooking 
Lake Of The Isles. Designed by Frederick Soper and built in 1911, the home 
gracefully echoes the open flowing spaces, art gallery walls and natural 
light exemplifying the Grand Mediterranean style.
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There’s not a room in this house that disappoints. Chandeliers at every turn. 
Edgar Berebi hardware throughout. A grand sitting room overlooking the lake. 
A home theater. A game room. An elevator. A solarium with an atrium.  
Whether it’s entertaining, relaxing, or playing, each room feels quintessentially 
styled for its purpose. Outdoor spaces are equally inspiring with copper lined 
pergolas and numerous terraces that wind around the home on multiple tiers.
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Textured, patterned, braided, beveled, sculpted, carved, 
formed—just a few of the details behind the details.



Everything about this kitchen is exceptional: marble counters, a meticulously 
crafted hardwood island, multi-toned heated herringbone floors, European  
cabinets and even a stunning La Cornue French Range. But the TopBrewer—a 
tabletop beverage system that can brew a fresh-bean cup of coffee or whip up a 
latte at the touch of an iPad—is a feature that everyone just has to try. 

It’s been said that there’s no better way to      finish a steak than with a La Cornue range.



This one takes center stage under a custom, Italian Limestone hood.

It’s been said that there’s no better way to      finish a steak than with a La Cornue range.
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2427 E Lake Of The Isles Pkwy, 
MPLS
4 BR, 8 BA, 6 Car Garage
Total FSF : 8,474
Acres: .42
Year Built: 1911

Exquisite grounds—multiple terraces, seated 
fireplace area, hot tub, privacy landscaping 
and 6 car heated garage

Luxurious master suite—including dual spa 
bathrooms with heated floors, media sitting 
area, 2 walk-in closets, office and a wall of 
French doors leading to private terrace

Solarium with oversized atrium and heated-
marble floors

Luxury Spa—including sauna, exercise room, 
and stunning bathroom with custom  
stone work, heated floor and rain shower

Sophisticated Security—perimeter and entry 
point video surveillance, remote monitoring, 
alarms/alerts and an integrated safe room
provide an extra level of assurance

ELAN Smart Home system offers elegant 
and best in class control of the home’s smart 
technologies—climate, lighting, in/out music, 
security/monitoring—throughout the home
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